Title: PORTABLE ELECTRONIC DEVICES HAVING A SEPARATE LOCATION TRIGGER UNIT FOR USE IN CONTROLLING AN APPLICATION UNIT

Abstract: A portable electronic device (10) includes a housing (130), a receiver (190, 450) operably coupled to the housing for receiving data regarding a physical location of the portable electronic device, a location trigger unit (300), and an application unit (200). The location trigger unit is operably coupled to the housing and to the receiver, and the location trigger unit comprises a first processor (322). The application unit is operably coupled to the housing and to the location trigger unit, and comprises a second processor (222). The application unit comprises a plurality of operating modes. The location trigger unit, based on the physical location of the portable electronic device, is operable to at least one of effect a) changing the operating mode of the application unit, and b) turning on and off the second processor of the application unit. The portable electronic device maybe a portable phone.
PORTABLE ELECTRONIC DEVICES HAVING A SEPARATE LOCATION TRIGGER UNIT FOR USE IN CONTROLLING AN APPLICATION UNIT

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates generally to portable electronic devices, and in particular to portable electronic devices having a separate location trigger unit for use in controlling an application unit.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Portable electronic devices, such as wireless and cellular telephones, are well known. Various attempts have been made in connection with changing the operating mode and the managing the power consumption of the portable electronic devices.

[0003] For example, U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2007/0037610 by Logan discloses methods and apparatus for conserving battery power in a cellular or portable telephone. The cellular telephone automatically places itself in a sleep mode in which one or more components are de-energized to conserve battery power whenever sensed status variables indicated that the telephone will not or cannot be used. The user can schedule time periods during which the phone will be in sleep mode and can establish conditional rules which establish conditions which, if satisfied, will place the phone in a sleep mode. Sensed variables such as ambient light and sound, the time of day, applied pressure, and the location and movement of the phone are processed along with user-defined preference values to begin and end automated sleep modes.

device into an area of restricted phone access ("quiet zone") is detected and an IP message identifying the phone sent to a central facility. In one embodiment, an IP message is sent to the phone causing it to change behavior, for example turning off the volume on the ringer. Alternatively, the central facility can process an incoming call for a phone that is determined to be in a quiet zone to reduce intrusion in the quiet zone, for example, it can send the call to a phone mailbox or give the caller a busy signal.

[0005] U.S. Patent No. 8,041,968 issued to Tupman discloses systems and methods for efficiently managing power consumption in portable electronic devices. In one embodiment, power management circuitry may operate the device in a low power mode (e.g., a HIBERNATION mode), but enables the device to quickly become fully operational in response to a power-ON event, despite having been in that low power mode. The power management may be implemented in a device including an application portion and a carrier portion. The carrier portion can include circuitry for performing telephone functions (e.g., transmitting data to and receiving data from a communications tower). The application portion may include all other circuitry not specifically reserved for the carrier circuitry. In the low power mode, both the application and carrier portions may be in a low power mode. The power management circuitry may periodically activate the carrier portion (or predetermined circuitry within the carrier portion) to enable it to, for example, determine whether an incoming signal (e.g., telephone call or text message) is being received. If an incoming signal is being received, this may trigger a power-ON event that causes the power management circuitry to switch the media device from a low power mode to an ON mode. If no incoming signal is detected, the power management circuitry may deactivate the carrier portion, allowing it to return to a low power mode.

[0006] U.S. Patent No. 7,398,061 issued to Mousseau discloses a method and apparatus for changing the behavior of an electronic device. In an embodiment, an electronic device includes the functionality of a cellular phone, a voice mail system,
and a calendar application. The device is configured to use the calendar application to determine whether to direct a phone call to the user or whether to instantly direct the call to voice mail.

[0007] There is a need for further portable electronic devices, and in particular to portable electronic devices having a separate location trigger unit for use in controlling an application unit.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] In a first aspect, the present invention provides a portable electronic device having a housing, a receiver operably coupled to the housing for receiving data regarding a physical location of the portable electronic device, a location trigger unit, and an application unit. The location trigger unit is operably coupled to the housing and to the receiver, and the location trigger unit comprises a first processor. The application unit is operably coupled to the housing and to the location trigger unit, and comprises a second processor. The application unit comprises a plurality of operating modes. The location trigger unit, based on the physical location of the portable electronic device, is operable to at least one of effect a) changing the operating mode of the application unit, and b) turning on and off the second processor of the application unit.

[0009] In a second aspect, the present invention provides a method for operating a portable electronic device based on physical location of the portable electronic device. The method includes obtaining data regarding a physical location of the portable electronic device in a location trigger unit comprising a first processor operably connected to an application unit comprising a second processor, and at least one of operably effecting, based on the physical location of the portable electronic device and in response to the location trigger unit, a) changing the
operating mode of the application unit, and b) turning on and off the second processor of the application unit.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] The subject matter which is regarded as the invention is particularly pointed out and distinctly claimed in the concluding portion of the specification. The invention, however, may best be understood by reference to the following detailed description of various embodiments and the accompanying drawings in which:

[0011] FIG. 1 illustrates a diagrammatic illustration of one embodiment of a portable electronic device in accordance with aspects of the present invention;

[0012] FIG. 2 is an enlarged front side elevational view of one embodiment of the portable electronic device of FIG. 1;

[0013] FIG. 3 is a rear side elevational view of the portable electronic device of FIG. 2;

[0014] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of the portable electronic device of FIG. 1;

[0015] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment of a method for operating the portable electronic device of FIG. 1 based on physical location of the portable electronic device;

[0016] FIG. 6 illustrates a flowchart of one embodiment of a method for monitoring the physical location of the portable electronic device in accordance with aspects of the present invention; and
Fig. 7 illustrates a flowchart of one embodiment of a trigger management method employed in the portable electronic device of Fig. 1 in accordance with aspects of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Reference will now be made in detail to the present invention, examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings, wherein like reference numerals refer to like elements throughout. The following description will use nomenclature associated with portable electronic devices, however those of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that the present invention is applicable to a variety of portable electronic devices such as cell phones, mobile phones, satellite phones, telemetric devices, personal data assistants (PDAs), and other portable and hand held devices.

As described in greater detail below, the present invention is generally directed to portable electronic devices in which an operating profile of the portable electronic device is automatically changed based on a physical location of the portable electronic device. For example, an application unit of the portable electronic device may be automatically changed from one operating mode to another operating mode based on the physical location of the portable electronic device, and/or the application unit may be powered on or off based on the physical location of the portable electronic device. Such portable electronic devices of the present invention allow a user to automatically adapt or tailor the operation of the portable electronic device for the user and/or reduce the power consumption or prolong the life of the battery before it must be recharged.

Conventionally, portable phones require a user to switch the phone profile typically manually everyday and often numerous times during the day. For example, with portable phones, a user may desire that a portable phone be set to a vibrate mode or silent mode when in an office, but desire the portable phone to be ring mode...
when the user is at home. If the user forgets to switch the profile to ring mode at home, the user may miss the phone call or a morning/event alarm. The present invention, by employing a location trigger unit or receiving location data from, for example, a global positioning system, the portable electronic device using operable programming may poll or sample the GPS location information. When the location of the portable electronic device enters a predefined physical location or range, the portable electronic device can switch the profile automatically.

[0021] In addition, the portable electronic device maybe operable to turn off the power to certain modules or devices in the portable electronic device. For example, a user can define some actions for a location such as turning off a camera so that when the device enters a location or within a range of a location, the software in the portable electronic device can effect these actions.

[0022] FIG. 1 illustrates a diagrammatic illustration of one embodiment of a portable electronic device 100 in accordance with aspects of the present invention. In this illustrated embodiment, portable electronic device 100 such as mobile phones, cell phones, smart phones, etc. usable by customers may be operably connectable to a communications network such as a global communications network 10, e.g., the Internet, a cellular telephone network 12, a wireless local area network via a wireless modem 16, or other suitable networks. As explained in greater detail below, portable electronic device 100 may be operable to receive position location data from global positioning satellites 14, cellular telephone network 12, and/or wireless modem 16, and operably change or modify the operating profile of the portable electronic device such as when the user is in a home 20, office 30, or other locations.

[0023] As shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, portable electronic device 100 may include a housing 130 having a front surface 132 (FIG. 2), side surfaces 134, and a rear surface 136 (FIG. 3). With reference to FIG. 2, portable electronic device 100 may further include a display screen 140 such as a backlit LED or LCD display. The
display may also be an electronic paper display such as an e-paper display, electronic ink display, and other displays that mimic the appearance of ordinary ink on paper. Unlike conventional backlit flat panel displays, electronic paper displays reflect ambient light like ordinary paper rather than emitting its own light. A keyboard 150 enabling the input of data may also be disposed on front side 132 of housing 130. In another embodiment, the display may be a backlit LED or LCD touch screen display comprising a display and a touch sensitive overlay disposed over the display. In this manner, the display screen operates as a data input interface. A camera 160 (FIG. 3) may be disposed on the backside of the housing. Housing 130 may also support a variety of components, including a battery typically located in the rear half of the body.

[0024] As shown in FIG. 4, portable electronic device 100 may include, for example, an application unit 200 and a location trigger unit 300. Application unit 200 and location trigger unit 300 may be powered by a battery 400, such as the units may be separately connected and powered by the battery.

[0025] Application unit 200 may include a computing unit or processor 222, one or more data storage units 224 such as memory or a memory card, and one or more input/output devices 226. In one embodiment, portable electronic device 100 may be configured as a portable phone, and application unit 200 may be operably connectable to a cellular network provided by a mobile phone operator, allowing access to the public telephone network. Input/output devices 226 may include display 140, keyboard 150, camera 160, a microphone 170, a speaker 180, an antenna 190, a wireless network receiver 195 such as a WiFi, Bluetooth, or other wireless network receiver, and other devices.

[0026] Location trigger unit 300 may include a computing unit or processor 322, one or more data storage units 324 such as memory or a memory card, and one or more input/output devices 326. Location trigger unit 300 may be operably connected
to a receiver 450, e.g., a suitable antenna or other detecting device, for receiving position data from an external positioning system. For example, location trigger unit 300 of the portable electronic device may be operable for obtaining data from global positioning system 14 (FIG. 1). The position location unit may be, in one embodiment, operable to receive signals from a series of satellites which may be satellites of a Global Positioning System (GPS). For example, each satellite may include an atomic clock and reports time-stamped signals to receiver 450. With a timing system that includes atomic clocks in each orbiting satellite, location trigger unit 300 may determine a distance from location trigger unit 300 to a transmitting satellite. When the location trigger unit receives signals from three satellites, location trigger unit 300 may determine a location (x and y coordinates) of portable electronic device 100. In determining a location of portable electronic device 100, location trigger unit 300 may determine its present distance from each of three satellites and extracts location information utilizing triangulation. Portable electronic device 100 may alternatively determine the physical location and time operably using a cellular network (e.g., using antenna 190 as a receiver), or a combination of GPS and cellular network such as an Assisted GPS or AGPS. Suitable position locating devices and units include GPS, cellular systems, and other systems that are disclosed in U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2010/0217723 by Sauerwein, Jr. et al., the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

[0027] In addition, the portable electronic devices may employ wireless local area network (WLAN) based positioning using WLAN access points (such as in a home, office, or store) based on WiFi signals to determine the location of the portable electronic device. The approximate range to an access point can be determined by measuring the power level of the WiFi beacon transmission, since signal power decreases approximately with the square of the distance. In addition, Wi-Fi Positioning System (WPS) may be combined with cell phone tower triangulation and GPS to provide reliable and accurate position data under a wide range of conditions, including among tall buildings and indoors, when GPS signals may be weak or
intermittent. It will be appreciated that other systems and methods for determining the physical location of the portable electronic device may be suitably employed. For example, antenna 190 or other device typically employed with the application unit may be employed as a receiver in place of receiver 450, possibly eliminating the need for a separate receiver 450.

[0028] With reference still to FIG. 4, location trigger unit 300 may be operable to allow a user to set and store associated location and profile data for application unit 200. For example, location trigger unit 300 may include suitable software programming employing a look-up table, list, or other data structure stored in memory 324 for automatically performing various operations or triggering events in response to the sensed or detected physical location of portable electronic device 100. In addition, the location and profile data may be further associated with time and date data for automatically changing the operating profile of the portable electronic device.

[0029] For example, a user may set or associate desired profile data for the application unit, such as ring or vibrate mode, silent mode, sleep mode, turning on or off the application unit, and turning on and off various modules of the application unit such as a camera, and location data such as being at a location, within a certain range of a location, or other sensed conditions such as availability of WiFi, cell phone service, etc. The desired profiles may also be associated with times such as the time of a day or days of the week, month, or year, and associated with the location data or without the location data. In use, when a condition or precondition is met, the location trigger unit is operable to effect the desired profile in the application unit. The user may access a setup routine such as menus or have suggested options displayed on display 140 (FIG. 2) for setting up the desired profiles in the location trigger unit. In addition, the portable electronic device may be operable to learn or detect user desired profiles and suggest or propose triggering events.
[0030] FIG. 5 illustrates a flowchart of one embodiment of a method 500 for operating a portable electronic device based on physical location of the electronic device in accordance with aspects of the present invention. Method 500 may include at 510, obtaining data regarding a physical location of the portable electronic device in a location trigger unit comprising a first processor operably connected to an application unit comprising a second processor, and at 520, at least one of operably effecting, based on the physical location of the portable electronic device and in response to the location trigger unit, a) changing the operating mode of the application unit, and b) turning on and off the second processor of the application unit.

[0031] FIG. 6 illustrates one embodiment of a flowchart of a method 600 for monitoring the physical location of the portable electronic device in accordance with aspects of the present invention. For example, at 610, data from a receiver regarding physical location of the portable electronic device is read such as data from a global positioning system, a cellular phone network, and/or a wireless local area network. At 620, the data may be compared to a predetermined range or predetermined value to determine if the portable electronic device has, for example, entered a location range. If not, the data from the receiver is read again. If the portable electronic device has entered the location range, at 630, the location trigger unit may wake up the application unit and send one or more signals to a trigger management software for changing the profile of the application unit. For example, the location triggering unit may include a trigger management, e.g., user programmed associated location data and profile data as described above.

[0032] FIG. 7 illustrates one embodiment for a flowchart of a trigger management method 700 employed in the portable electronic device in accordance with aspects of the present invention. For example, at 710, trigger management software may write user defined location information to the location trigger unit hardware. At 720, the location trigger unit waits for a signal such as the signal generated at 630 (FIG. 6). If
a sign is not received, the location trigger unit waits again at 720. If a signal is received at 730, an action at 740 is performed based on the trigger management software. For example, one or more signals sent to effect a change in the operating profile of the application unit.

[0033] The configuration of the portable electronic device of the present invention provides a separate location trigger unit that controls an application unit so that the application unit may be turned off to allow the portable electronic device to have a lower power consumption of the battery compared to a portable electronic device where the application unit is used and powered for polling or determining the location of the portable electronic device (e.g., waking up the whole system and periodically polling and processing location data).

[0034] The processor or MCU used in the location trigger unit may have a first normal operating power consumption level, and the separate processor or MCU used in the application unit may have a second normal operating power consumption level greater than the first normal operating power consumption level of the processor or MCU in the location trigger unit. For example, the processor or MCU for the location unit may be a low end processor such as an 8bit or 16bit MCU, so that its power consumption is low. Desirably, the processor or MCU may consume only about 1% to about 10% of the application unit processor or MCU. Accordingly, the reduced consumption by the location trigger unit would consume less power and extend the battery life, compared to using a single processor or MCU in the portable electronic device. For example, in the portable electronic device configured as a portable phone, a suitable processor for use in the application unit may be processor model no. OMAP3530, available from Texas Instruments. A suitable processor for use in the location trigger unit may be processor model no. MSP430, available from Texas Instruments.
The present invention may be implemented in many configurations. For example, users may configure a portable phone to automatically change profiles so that the portable phone is in a vibrate or silent mode when they are in office, and in ring mode when they are at home, and avoid forgetting to switch the profile to ring mode at home or missing a phone call or a morning/event alarm.

In addition, typically there are many modules in portable electronic devices such as in portable phones. Some aspects of the present invention may include disabling and enabling different components based on different locations. For example, some of the modules may not be needed in some areas, however they are typically still working and consuming battery resources. To save battery power, the present invention allows turning off a WiFi, Bluetooth, etc. modules when in not in or in a limited wireless network, or turning off GPRS/3G Data-Service, sensors, etc. modules depending on the physical location of the device.

In another example, WiFi/BT/GPRS/3G data service may be disabled or turned off when the user enters an office. For example, in some companies, a camera may be disabled when a user brings the portable electronic device into a security area like research and development department or warehouse.

From the present description, it will be appreciated that aspects of the present invention may include setting the device, e.g., application unit, to sleep mode to save power. In other aspects, the application unit of the portable electronic device may run an application or play a ringtone to notify the user. For example, the portable electronic device may be made to vibrate and play a ringtone if user enters a supermarket to notify him to buy something.
While the present invention has been described with reference to a number of specific embodiments, it will be understood that the true spirit and scope of the invention should be determined only with respect to claims that can be supported by the present specification. Further, while in numerous cases herein wherein systems and apparatuses and methods are described as having a certain number of elements it will be understood that such systems, apparatuses and methods can be practiced with fewer than the mentioned certain number of elements. Also, while a number of particular embodiments have been described, it will be understood that features and aspects that have been described with reference to each particular embodiment can be used with each remaining particularly described embodiment.
CLAIMS:

1. A portable electronic device (100) comprising:
   a housing (130);
   a receiver (190, 450) operably coupled to said housing for receiving data regarding a physical location of said portable electronic device;
   a location trigger unit (300) operably coupled to said housing and to said receiver, said location trigger unit comprising a first processor (322);
   an application unit (200) operably coupled to said housing and to said location trigger unit, and comprising a second processor (222), said application unit comprising a plurality of operating modes; and
   wherein said location trigger unit, based on the physical location of said portable electronic device, is operable to at least one of effect a) changing said operating mode of said application unit, and b) turning on and off said second processor of said application unit.

2. The portable electronic device of claim 1 wherein said first processor (322) comprises a first normal operating power consumption level, and said second processor (222) comprises a second normal operating power consumption level greater than said first power consumption level.

3. The portable electronic device of claim 1 wherein said location trigger unit (300), based on the physical location of said portable electronic device, is operable to effect the turning on and off said second processor of said application unit.

4. The portable electronic device of claim 1 wherein said location trigger unit (300), based on the physical location of said portable electronic device, is operable to effect the changing said operating mode of said application unit.
5. The portable electronic device of claim 1 wherein said location trigger unit (300), based on the physical location of said portable electronic device, is operable to effect the changing said operating mode of said application unit, and the turning on and off said second processor of said application unit.

6. The portable electronic device of claim 1 wherein said location trigger unit (300) is user programmable to allow a user to set and store associated location and profile data.

7. The portable electronic device of claim 1 further comprising at least one auxiliary device operably connected to said application unit, and wherein said portable electronic device is operable based on said location trigger unit to effect turning on and off said at least one auxiliary device.

8. The portable electronic device of claim 7 wherein said at least one auxiliary device comprises at least one of a camera (160) and a wireless area network receiver (195).

9. The portable electronic device of claim 1 wherein said application unit comprises a portable phone, and wherein said location trigger unit, based on the physical location of said portable electronic device, is operable to effect changing said operating mode of said application unit from a ring mode to a silent or vibrate mode.

10. The portable electronic device of claim 1 wherein said receiver (190, 450) is operable to receive data from at least one of a global positioning system, a cellular phone network, and a wireless local area network.

11. The portable electronic device of claim 1 wherein said portable electronic device comprise a portable phone.
12. A method (500) for operating a portable electronic device (100) based on physical location of the portable electronic device, the method comprising:

   obtaining (510) data regarding a physical location of the portable electronic device in a location trigger unit (300) comprising a first processor (322) operably connected to an application unit (200) comprising a second processor (222); and

   at least one of operably effecting (520), based on the physical location of the portable electronic device and in response to the location trigger unit, a) changing the operating mode of the application unit, and b) turning on and off the second processor of the application unit.

13. The method of claim 12 wherein the first processor (322) comprises a first normal operating power consumption level, and the second processor (222) comprises a second normal operating power consumption level greater than the first power consumption level.

14. The method of claim 12 wherein the at least one of operably effecting (520) comprises operably effecting the turning on and off the second processor of the application unit is based on the physical location of the portable electronic device and in response to the location trigger unit.

15. The method of claim 12 wherein the at least one of operably effecting (520) comprises operably effecting (520) the change the operating mode of the application unit based on the physical location of the portable electronic device and in response to the location trigger unit.

16. The method of claim 12 wherein the at least one of operably effecting (520) comprises operably effecting the change in the operating mode of the application unit based on the physical location of the portable electronic device and in response to the location trigger unit, and operably effecting (520) the turning on and off the
second processor of the application unit based on the physical location of the portable electronic device and in response to the location trigger unit.

17. The method of claim 12 wherein the location trigger unit (300) is user programmable to allow a user to set and store associated location data and profile data.

18. The method of claim 12 further comprising turning on and off at least one auxiliary device based on the physical location of the portable electronic device and in response to the location trigger unit.

19. The method of claim 18 wherein the at least one auxiliary device comprises at least one of a camera (160) and a wireless area network receiver (195).

20. The method of claim 12 wherein the application unit comprises a portable phone, and wherein the operably effecting the change in the operating mode of the application unit comprises operably effecting a change in the operating mode of the application unit from a ring mode to a silent or vibrate mode.

21. The method of claim 12 wherein the obtaining data (510) comprises obtaining data from at least one of a global positioning system, a cellular phone network, and a wireless local area network.

22. The method of claim 12 wherein the portable electronic device comprise a portable phone.
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